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Preparations continue to secure IAAF World Athletics events

The Supreme Organizing Committee for the IAAF World Athletics Championships Doha 2019 on Tuesday announced the plan to secure the events from any safety threat that might affect the smooth conduct of the first ever IAAF World Championships to be held in Qatar and the Middle East. The Securities Department has developed a plan to ensure a good atmosphere for creativity and innovation for the first time in athletics tournament held for the first time in Qatar and the Middle East, he added.

The Security Committee has developed a plan to find a good atmosphere for creativity and innovation for the first time in athletics tournament held for the first time in Qatar and the Middle East. The Security Committee has developed a plan to find a good atmosphere for creativity and innovation for the first time in athletics tournament held for the first time in Qatar and the Middle East, he added.

The Securities Department has developed a plan to find a good atmosphere for creativity and innovation for the first time in athletics tournament held for the first time in Qatar and the Middle East, he added.

For his part, Captain Saeed Man- tim added: “We are beyond proud that the IAAF World Athletics Championship event is organised by an Arab and national partner. This achievement is a momentous occasion in our sporting history. We’re delighted to offer the hosting competition to our valued Nojoom members to thank them for their loyalty to Doha.”

The fair will enhance the cultural heritage of innovation and its potential for sustainability in the sector. Also, it will provide knowledge and tools that will help implement innovation within their countries. One aspect of modern innovation is the relatively low cost of development, but it is expected that about 1,500 media people will take part in the event (QNA).

Qatar takes part in ICAO Global Aviation Forum

Qatar has participated in the 42nd Global Aviation Forum of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Global Aviation Forum. The forum, which is held under the Chairmanship of the Director General of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Global Aviation Forum, is the leading global aviation forum for government officials responsible for aviation, transport, security and technology, finance and economics, planning, roads, development, and international cooperation. The ICAO Global Aviation Forum, which is one of the largest in the world, aims to bring together aviation stakeholders from around the world to discuss the latest developments in the aviation industry.

“High protein” chocolate bars banned

The Ministry called on all not to buy the products through the internet or personal sources. As part of the precautionary measures, the ministry has instructed its inspectors to ensure that the markets are free from the items and inform the ports not to allow their entry even in non-commercial quantities (QNA).

Ooredoo launches contest for Nojoom members

Ooredoo has announced a new contest for its members of the premium loyalty programme called Nojoom, to celebrate the World Athletics Championships Doha 2019 with Ooredoo as the national partner. The Nojoom Gate of the Day competition will run from September 27 until October 6, giving Nojoom members the chance to win 50,000 Nojoom points every day by answering an initial question. The question will be selected at random to win 50,000 Nojoom points each, the company has said in a statement.
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Qatar ambassador participates in launching relief convoy to Sudan

Qatar’s ambassador to Sudan, Abdullah bin Ali al-Kahtani, has participated in the launching of a relief convoy loaded with humanitarian aid intended to support the Sudanese people in various regions affected by recent floods.

The convoy, consisting of several vehicles carrying food, medical supplies, and other essential items, was organized by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation and the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in coordination with the Sudanese government.

Ambassador al-Kahtani expressed his satisfaction with the initiative, emphasizing Qatar’s commitment to supporting sustainable development and responding to humanitarian needs worldwide.

The convoy was received by the Sudanese authorities in the presence of UNHCR representatives and local humanitarian organizations. The ambassador highlighted the importance of continued support for Sudanese populations affected by the floods, underscoring Qatar’s role in addressing such crises in cooperation with international partners.

\[Image: Embassy of Qatar in Sudan\]
QNB Group joins United Nations Global Compact

QNB Group, the largest financial institution in the Middle East and Africa, has joined the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC), the world’s largest corporate sustainability initiative, promoting better business practices in the areas of human rights, labour, environment, anti-corruption, and responsible governance. This new partnership comes within the broader vision of the Group to strengthen its commitment to sustainable development and align with the UN Global Compact’s Ten Principles.

Supporting this initiative, QNB Group recently launched its Group-wide sustainability strategy across the organization in line with national and international initiatives. The new strategy covers the Group’s environmental, social, and governance (ESG) priorities, and aims at improving the way in which the Group manages sustainability (environmental, social, and governance) criteria into its financing activities, launched initiatives in 2019, and its environmental impact and support national and international sustainable development policies and actions.

Further, QNB has strengthened its risk management framework and the transparency of its corporate governance business practices in a responsible and ethical manner.

QIC Insured, Ooredoo collaborate to reward Nojoom members

QIC Insured, the personal insurance division of QIC, has collaborated with Ooredoo to make customers’ journeys even more rewarding. Exclusive to direct in-store and online customers, QIC Insured’s One Day Phone Insurance, Personal Accident Benefit Insurance, and QIC Anytime. QIC Insured said it has always focused on meeting the demands and needs of its customers. In order to build a culture of continuous improvement that supports the core values of the company, QIC Insured is a customer-oriented insurance service, which relies on innovation and technology that meets both customer satisfaction with customer service and the operational capabilities of each customer journey.

Abdul-Jabbar, senior vice-president – listed service and channel of Ooredoo, said a step further towards enhancing our range of services to enhance our customers’ experiences with this distinctive partnership. "A little effort can make a big difference to our customers’ experience with this distinctive partnership. It is our way of rewarding customers for selecting QIC as their trusted insurance partner. In fact, what makes the new loyalty programme even more appealing is that customers can utilise their promo code to benefit from QC contributions to our customers."

Doha Forum report launched at Concordia Summit in New York

Doha Forum has launched its bi-annual report titled ‘Innovating Governance in a VUCA World’ at the 16th annual Doha Forum. This was in partnership with The Stimulating Dialogue Forum, an independent policy research institute. The publication of Doha Forum’s 16th edition on this very theme, which will take place from December 16-17, is reflective of the current trends in governance worldwide. This new edition is expected to be read by those world leaders who will recommit in the 21st century. Doha Forum is a global platform bringing together thought leaders, makers in crucial debate, and members of the world’s leading Thinks, society, the media, and the international community to create and develop water, health and sanitation facilities for internally displaced families in the settlement in Yemen, Iraq, and Bangladesh.

Thousands of displaced persons to benefit from QC contributions

UNHCR, the UN refugee agency and Qatar Charities (QC), signed a joint statement, in support of thousands of displaced persons, non and children in Yemen, Iraq and Bangladesh. The agreements were signed by Khaled Khalifa, UNHCR Regional Representative in the Gulf and South Asia, and HE Abdulhamid Al-Khater, QC’s CEO, at the UN General Assembly. The agreements will see QC provide emergency aid in crisis situations in Yemen and Iraq, as well as enhance sustainable solutions for the refugee communities. Qatar Charities has a long-standing presence in Yemen and Iraq, where the organization supports the refugee communities with education, health, and social assistance programs.

Qatar Charities is a leading provider of multi-cash aid (MQI) to vulnerable households in Yemen and Iraq. The organization has supported the families in Yemen and Iraq, as well as enhance sustainable solutions for the refugee communities. Qatar Charities has a long-standing presence in Yemen and Iraq, where the organization supports the refugee communities with education, health, and social assistance programs.

The agreements will see QC provide emergency aid in crisis situations in Yemen and Iraq, as well as enhance sustainable solutions for the refugee communities. Qatar Charities has a long-standing presence in Yemen and Iraq, where the organization supports the refugee communities with education, health, and social assistance programs.
Safari Hypermarket Group has announced the winners of the third lucky draw of the ‘Win 15 Toyota Fortuner 2019 Cars’ promotion. The draw was held at Safari Mall, Abu Hamour, on Sunday in the presence of an official from the Ministry of Commerce and Industry and officials representing the Safari management. The winners of three Toyota Fortuner 2019 vehicles are Dil Bahadur Chhetri (coupon No 2415721), Aneesh (2784648) and Awad Hazayed (1436005).

QU college, IEI to launch Centenary International Engineering Congress

The Qatar University College of Engineering (QU-CENG) and the Institution of Engineers, India (IEI) – Qatar Chapter will launch the Centenary International Engineering Congress at Qatar University Research Complex auditorium to discuss several topics related to ‘Smart Engineering - State of the Art Technologies in Oil & Gas and Infrastructure Development’, on September 26.

IEI will also be celebrating Engineer’s Day on September 27 at Al Dana Club, West Bay, which is observed annually on September 11 worldwide.

The opening ceremony will feature speeches from QU president Dr Hassan al-Derham, Indian ambassador P Kumaran, IEI president Dr T M Gunaraja and Qatar Foundation Research, Development and Innovation chief adviser Dr Nabeel al-Salem.

CENG Dean Dr Khalid Kamal Naji said, “It co-operation with our partners, CENG will continue to deliver on its mandate and strive to fulfill the needs of the industrial sector and society. The congress aims to provide an opportunity for academics, researchers and practitioners to discuss the challenges and solutions to today’s engineering challenges in a way that makes a difference in the engineering practice.”

“Conference will discuss different advanced and state-of-the-art technologies and technological innovations of integrated engineering processes for development of petrochemicals and civil infrastructure,” he continued.

“Smart engineering intelligently connects buildings, industries, production processes, energy systems, to adapt and evolve the way people live and work - happily, comfortably and in harmony. It supports the way the industry and organisations want to be: efficient, responsible and smarter. Technology and the ingenuity of people come together to mitigate our environments and to care for our world. It has to be done from the macro to the micro level, from physical products, components and systems to connected, cloud-based digital offerings and services, from intelligent grid control and electrification to smart storage solutions, from building automation and control systems to pipelines, switches, valves and sensors,” added Gunaraja.

QATAR ELECTRICITY AND WATER COMPANY
STATE OF QATAR

PRE-QUALIFICATION FOR SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION OF NEW HYPO LINES FOR RAF-B AND B2 SEA WATER PUMP HOUSE

Qatar Electricity & Water Co. intends to invite Contractors for the SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION OF NEW HYPO LINES FOR RAF-B AND B2 SEA WATER PUMP HOUSE as per the Scope of Work provided in the below link:

www.qewc.com/qewc/tenders

The pre-qualification documents shall contain the following:

- Commercial registration
- Related licenses and certificates
- Corporate Organization Chart
- Financial Statement for the last 3 years
- List of Current Clients
- List of Projects executed in the Last 5 years
- Details of Company’s Health, Safety and Environmental Policy

Pre-Qualification bid to be submitted in a sealed envelope to:

QEWC Purchase Section, Head Office, Al-Markhiya St., Opposite Land Mark

Closing Date and Time: 10:00 am on 30.09.2019

All communications, addendums and clarifications shall be via:

Email: 1482@qewc.com
Q-Chem woos Qatari talents

The Q-Chem ‘Open Day’ is an annual event intended to attract and recruit more Qatari talents.

Vodafone Qatar retail stores’ staff get sign language training

Vodafone Qatar has announced that all its flagships stores are now staffed with sign language interpreters using sign language. This announcement comes on the International Day of Sign Languages that is celebrated annually across the world on September 23 along with the International Week of the Deaf. The celebration is in line with the Qatar National Vision 2030, “the company said in a statement.

“Today, 4% of Qataris are hearing impaired and are excluded from participating in social and economic life skills and telecom-related signs, a statement added. The company has been working hard to cater to the needs of this segment of the community. We deeply believe that we have to communicate with ease.

Qatar Chemical Company (Q-Chem) has announced its Qatariisation (TQQ) programme, which was started in 2003 to encourage Qataris to join one of the oil-rich organisations in the country.

“Over the years, Qatarisation rate has increased and our efforts were recognised last year with the Qatarisation Award (Best Qatarisation Rate) by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry (MoCI). We are strongly linked to individual performance and proves commitment that relate to meeting operational requirements and organisational success. Through this initiative, Q-Chem continues to develop and retains highly competitive nationals through its special programmes,” Totjo said in the statement.

“Q-Chem recruits, develop and retains highly competitive nationals through its special programmes. Totjo added. “We are strongly linked to individual performance and proves commitment that relate to meeting organisational success and organisational success.”

Q-Chem recruits, develop and retains highly competitive nationals through its special programmes. "It is part of company’s commitment to the development of nationals and to reach out to the community to achieve sustainable development, which is in line with Qatar National Vision 2030," the company said in a statement.

“Today, 4% of Qataris are hearing impaired and are excluded from participating in social and economic life skills and telecom-related signs, the statement noted. Successful candidates will have an opportunity to have a fulfilling career in one of the vibrant organisations in the country.

"It is part of company’s commitment to the development of nationals and to reach out to the community to achieve sustainable development, which is in line with Qatar National Vision 2030," the company said in a statement.

The Q-Chem ‘Open Day’ is an annual event intended to attract and recruit more Qatari talents.
Qatar, UN seek to boost peace and prosperity

**Qatar event turns the spotlight on local folklore, storytelling**

**Qatar National Library, in collaboration with the Qatar Authority for Folklore, organises the 16th Festival of Arab Folklore.**

Reflecting Qatar’s rich multicultural and folkloric heritage, the Festival will showcase the rich diversity in the arts and crafts, dances between Qatar’s age-old traditions, previ- ously difficult to document, which will be highlighted and put in the spotlight.
South Africa has a vast tourism offering and we are looking very closely at the figures of arrivals in 2019. We are asking women to think of themselves as a priority especially when it comes to their health. In October, ‘Screen For Life’ will conduct lectures, undertake training for healthcare providers and mount information booths in malls and health centres. Women in Qatar will also qualify to receive a free breast cancer screening test and awareness campaigns to promote the early screening message.

Screen For Life, Qatar’s national breast cancer awareness program, is part of International Breast Cancer Awareness Month. The programme, which started on October 1, 2019, is run by the Qatar Cancer Society (QCS), a non-profit organization that aims to raise awareness about breast cancer and promote early detection and treatment. The program is supported by the Ministry of Public Health and is funded by Qatar Cancer Society.

Screen For Life provides free breast exams and education about breast cancer prevention. It is open to all Qatari women aged 45-69 years. The program is conducted in malls, health centres and other public spaces.

The program has been running since 2014 and has screened over 15,000 women so far. It has saved lives and helped detect breast cancer in its early stages, which is crucial for successful treatment.

In 2019, the program expanded to include a mobile screening unit that travels to different areas in Qatar. It has been visited by over 2,000 women, providing an opportunity to screen women in rural areas and those who are unable to get to a clinic.

In addition to the mobile unit, the program also offers online and phone consultations for women who cannot come in person. These services are available to all Qatari women, regardless of their location.

Screen For Life is an important part of Qatar’s cancer prevention efforts. The program helps to reduce the burden of breast cancer on Qatari women and their families, and it is an example of Qatar’s commitment to improving the health and well-being of its citizens.

Screen For Life is a reminder of the importance of early detection and treatment of breast cancer. It is also a testament to the strong partnerships that exist between Qatar’s health care providers and the community. Together, we can continue to make a difference in the lives of Qatari women and their families.
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Seven children killed in Kenyan school collapse

By Richard Hey, AFP

Seven children died and scores were injured when a primary school building collapsed in the Kenyan town of Dagoretti on Saturday, the education minister said. The accident occurred outside Nairobi, the city where 50 tons of school materials were stored in a warehouse.

Numerous buildings have collapsed in Nairobi and other Kenyan towns in recent years, with the city's safety commissioner saying there have been at least 30 collapses since 2015.

The collapse of the two-storey building in Dagoretti, a poor suburb where many children live in makeshift homes, thronged the site where rescue workers searched through the rubble until the search for victims ended in the afternoon.

An AFP reporter at the site said books and desks were thrown through the debris of the two-storey building, a semi-permanent structure made of metal sheets and plastic sheeting.

"We had to use our hands," said a rescue worker at the scene: "This school was not just a classroom, it was a home for these children." The educational materials included textbooks, school bags, pencils and other equipment.

"What happened here today is regrettable but investigations have been launched," said the minister. "We have to stop this from happening again."

Numerous buildings have collapsed in Nairobi and other Kenyan towns in recent years, with the city's safety commissioner saying there have been at least 30 collapses since 2015.

"It is a very unfortunate incident," the minister added. "We can confirm that we have seven fatalities, " said government spokesmen. "We regret the loss of life but investigations will be carried out to establish the cause of the collapse."

"Niyala, police used violence against them," the FFC said in a statement. "We demand an independent investigation into the death of the student who was killed and injuries to the others."

The student had been questioned or detained over allegedly disrupting a state office. The FFC said it was a rare protest in Cairo.

Hundreds arrested after rare protest in Egypt

Egyptian authorities have rounded up hundreds of protesters against President Abdel Fattah el-Sissi, according to Human Rights Watch.

In a rare public display of dissent, hundreds took to the streets in Egypt, a country with strict anti-protest laws. At least 400 people were arrested, according to Human Rights Watch.

The demonstrations, shooting slogans and holding banners denouncing el-Sissi, caused a rare show of defiance in a country with strict anti-protest laws and a history of state repression.

Separate scenes of violence were played out in Alexandria, where el-Sissi's supporters say the crackdown is essential to stabilize Egypt after the revolution.

"It is a rare protest," said Mohamed Othman, deputy director of the Arab-Left National Council. "We demand an independent investigation into the death of the student who was killed and injuries to the others."
**Trump shrugs off impeachment talk**

President Donald Trump yesterday downplayed talk of impeachment over reports that he asked Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy to look into the financial dealings of Joe Biden and his family.

The president, who is embroiled in a widening political crisis over his treatment of Ukraine and his personal lawyer, Rudy Giuliani, told reporters: “W e had a perfectly wonderful phone call with the president. Hunter, his son, is into a great thing in that country. We’ve seen a lot of good things happen in recent times. The corruption issue in Ukraine is a huge problem. I think the American people want to see a lot of good things happen. It’s a very important phone call.”

Moments earlier, Trump had told reporters: “We had a perfect phone call with the president. Everybody knows it. It’s just a perfect phone call.”

“Trump did not provide evidence for the assertion that the phone call was perfect and said he would release any transcript. "I would release it, you know what? That was a perfect phone call," he said.”

**Judge sequestered in trial of ex-cop who shot black man in his home**

A federal judge was sequestered Monday in the trial of former Dallas police officer Amber Guyger, who is charged with manslaughter for fatally shooting Botham Jean, a 26-year-old African American in his home.

Guyger entered Jean’s apartment by mistake, believing it was her own. She mistook Botham Jean, 26, for a burglar and shot and killed him. The trial is scheduled to start on Tuesday.

Guyger, who has been on the force for six months, was responding to an interior disturbance call when she entered the apartment. She fired a gun into the apartment and killed Jean.

The trial was sequestered on Monday after attorneys for both sides agreed to the move. The decision to sequester the jury was made by Judge Aileen Bouvier, who is overseeing the trial.

The trial is expected to last for two weeks. It is the first trial in a high-profile case involving a police officer who killed an unarmed black man.

**Two new cases in measles outbreak**

Two new cases of measles were reported in the United States, bringing the total for the week to 1,241, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) said on Tuesday. The two new cases were reported in Illinois and Oklahoma. The number of cases in the outbreak has risen sharply since the beginning of the year, with the number of cases for the year at 1,241.

More than 71,000 doses of MMR vaccine have been administered in New York state to combat the outbreak, according to the state Department of Health.

**Canadian premier pleads major drug plan boost after boost from blackface photos**

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, who was embroiled in a political storm over blackface photos he posted on social media, has called on the federal government to provide a major boost to the country’s health care system.

Trudeau, who is facing opposition from some members of his own party, said he had asked the prime minister to provide a $10 billion boost to the health care system.

The prime minister, who is also facing pressure from the United Nations, said he had asked the prime minister to provide a $10 billion boost to the health care system.

The prime minister, who is also facing pressure from the United Nations, said he had asked the prime minister to provide a $10 billion boost to the health care system.

The prime minister, who is also facing pressure from the United Nations, said he had asked the prime minister to provide a $10 billion boost to the health care system.

The prime minister, who is also facing pressure from the United Nations, said he had asked the prime minister to provide a $10 billion boost to the health care system.
A crowd of climate activists block traffic in the US capital

By Thomas Garvin, Reuters

A climate activist seeking to place US politicians to "think green" blocked traffic in the US capital, climbing alongside cars in a demonstration that was part of a global climate movement.

The activists were dancing at attention, waving placards with the words "Climates Action Now" in New York, where more than 15,000 people have been arrested on climate-related charges.

Several thousand people were arrested in New York on Wednesday as part of a global day of action to push for action on climate change.

Companies were expected to make announcements, including the building of new offices and the closure of old buildings, as part of the global day of action.


Some 1,000 people were arrested in New York, police said, as part of a nationwide day of action aimed at drawing attention to the dangers of climate change.

The protesters were demanding that politicians take action on climate change, calling on them to "think green" and "act now."
A 20 killed, dozens injured in Papua unrest: military

A military spokesman for Indonesia's military said on Monday that at least 20 people were killed in recent protests in the country's Papua region, and dozens more were injured, following unrest sparked by an agreement to build a new bridge in the region.

The military has deployed troops and police to the area to quell the protests, which have been ongoing since last week, after local leaders called for a new bridge linking the city of Wamena, where the unrest started, to the rest of the region.

The spokesman said the deaths occurred on Monday, but it was not immediately clear how many people were killed or what caused the violence.

The military has said it is investigating the deaths and injuries, but it has not provided any further details.

Meanwhile, opposition leader Sam Rainsy has called for an international inquiry into the violence, saying authorities are not doing enough to investigate the deaths and injuries.

Rainsy, who is based in Cambodia, has said he plans to return to Indonesia to see the situation for himself.

The military spokesman said it was too early to say whether any arrests would be made in connection with the violence.

The military has also said it will continue to deploy troops and police to the area until the situation stabilizes.

In a statement, the military said it was committed to ensuring the safety and security of its citizens.

The military has also called on the local authorities to take action to stop the violence and ensure the safety of local residents.

It was not immediately clear whether any arrests would be made, but the military has said it is investigating the deaths and injuries.

The military has also said it will continue to deploy troops and police to the area until the situation stabilizes.

The military has also called on the local authorities to take action to stop the violence and ensure the safety of local residents.

It was not immediately clear whether any arrests would be made, but the military has said it is investigating the deaths and injuries.

The military has also called on the local authorities to take action to stop the violence and ensure the safety of local residents.
China sees Kiribati relations soon, no word on space tracking station

Two workers die during building demolition in Philippine capital

Australia rescues live sheep exports

Korea, US to launch defence cost-sharing talks this week

Taxes will formally resume space station tracking station, which was suspended yesterday, following the Pacific Island and Australia’s relations with Taiwan. If it did not resume, the space-tracking station that China used to operate in Kiribati would be in doubt.

Kiribati announced last week that it was cutting relations with self-ruled Taiwan in favour of China, which claims Taiwan as a wayward province with no right of self-determination. Kiribati broke relations with Taiwan on July 15, 2021, when Taiwan’s President Tsai Ing-wen visited the island, causing Taiwan’s President Tsai Ing-wen to break off diplomatic relations with Taiwan.

Until then, China had operated a space-tracking station in Kiribati, which played a role in tracking China’s first manned space flight in 2003, just before the suspension of this. In addition, in Beijing, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman Zhao Lijian said that China had suspended relations with Taiwan. China has been sending signals to Taiwan that it would continue efforts to reunify the island with mainland China. Kiribati’s decision to cut relations with Taiwan was an obvious sign that China would continue to send signals to Taiwan.

On the timing of when China and Kiribati would resume diplomatic relations, Zhao said that Kiribati’s move would serve as an example for other nations. Zhao said that China would continue efforts to reunify the island with mainland China. Kiribati’s decision to cut relations with Taiwan was an obvious sign that China would continue to send signals to Taiwan.

Korea, US to launch defence cost-sharing talks this week

South Korea and the United States will kick off negotiations this week on sharing the cost of American troops stationed on the Korean Peninsula. The first round of the new talks will take place in Washington, D.C., on Thursday, the ministry said.

In a previous round of talks, South Korea and the United States agreed to realign South Korea until 2027. But the government had been pressing for a faster timeline for the realignment.

The next round of talks will be held in South Korea, the ministry said.
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The next round of talks will be held in South Korea, the ministry said.
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Top court to rule on PM's parliament suspension today

The top court will rule today on Prime Minister Boris Johnson's decision to prorogue, or suspend, parliament for five weeks, the Labour party said yesterday. The Supreme Court was asked last week to declare the suspension unlawful because it was aimed at stopping MPs from debating Brexit in the run-up to the Oct 31 departure date.

Labour pledges more spending, less work

Boris Johnson has launched a new policy to allow subnational governments to give workers shares in their businesses. But critics have warned that the proposed system could lead to cutbacks in public services.

Johnson plays down Brexit breakthrough chance at UN

Britain’s special envoy to the UN, James Duddington, said that the UK had made no progress in Brexit negotiations with the EU and that the chance of a deal had diminished.

Climate change protest

Protesters have gathered outside the UN headquarters in New York to demand action on climate change. Activists are calling for immediate action to reduce carbon emissions and combat global warming.

Party votes in favour of Corbyn’s Brexite stance

Labour MP John McDonnell supports the party’s apparent agreement in Brighton yesterday. But the decision was not unanimous, with some members voting against the motion.

Difficult to see success with current UK position

The European Union’s chief Brexit negotiator, Michel Barnier, yesterday confirmed that the UK had not made any progress in the negotiations and that the UK was unlikely to achieve a deal.

Johnson is keeping his eye on an early general election

Boris Johnson is reportedly considering calling a general election as soon as next week in order to ensure his Brexit deal is approved by MPs.

Boris Johnson advised Queen Elizabeth about his intention to prorogue parliament to stop MPs from debating Brexit. He was accused of acting illegally to stop the UK from holding a no-deal Brexit.
Salmonella alert issued as 100 people infected by UK eggs

Guardian News and Media

The government has issued a salmonella alert as 100 people have contracted the bug thought to be specific to a English flock could be years.

Previously the FSA had insisted that the contamination had been caused by meat prepared in the UK, with the British Lion stamp, which is supposed to guarantee safety measures, is key to preventing salmonella, which can be spread to consumers via infected farm workers.

The government has set out a plan to prevent salmonella entering the food chain.

The latest report reveals that since 2000, salmonella has fallen in the UK. But the government has come close to eliminating the bug.

By 2025, the Woodland Trust is aiming for 5,000 hectares a year for the net zero carbon target, and to meet that target we need to plant 1mn people. Local groups are being prepared to start the tree-planting campaign.

The figure lays bare the scale of the problem has the government is approaching.
**Trial opens for five women over plot to bomb Notre-Dame**

A French woman arrested three years ago for plotting to bomb Notre-Dame Cathedral has been charged with terrorism, police said on Saturday, after identifying about 167 potential victims of modern slavery from Bulgaria – the agency added.

**A 34-year-old son as they stalked their prey separately and possessing explosives.**

An Italian man shot dead his father on Sunday during a hunt in Sicily, authorities said, after a 34-year-old son as they stalked their prey separately and possessing explosives.

**Film buffs**

**Spanish police arrest Catalan separatists suspected of plotting violence**

Catalan police arrested nine people linked to Catalonia's pro-independence movement on suspicion of planning an attack on the Spanish government, authorities said on Monday.

Although the affair turned out to be a farce, it prompted a new wave of modern slavery from Bulgaria – the agency added.

**Spain arrests Catalan separatists suspected of plotting violence**

The Catalan secession movement has been a major driving force for migrants to Spain, with the Catalans increasingly turning to the Catalan government, which has stopped providing aid to migrants who landed in its ports.

**Spain arrests Catalan separatists suspected of plotting violence**

A Spanish judge has ordered the arrest of nine people linked to Catalonia's pro-independence movement on suspicion of plotting an attack on the Spanish government, authorities said on Monday.
PULSARS

Voting for by-election in Pala ends peacefully

intensive preparations for the by-election in Kerala’s Pala constituency which concluded peacefully on Monday. The bye-election for 29 seats, including the Pala Assembly constituency, was conducted amid tight security following the death of Kerala Congress (Ministerial) (MK) leader P. Jayachandran on September 5. The bye-election will determine the fate of NCP state president and senior Congress leader Ramesh Chennithala. The counting of votes will take place on September 22 and the winner will be declared on September 23. The seat is significant as it is one of the 28 Assembly seats that are crucial for the Congress to win the upcoming Assembly elections in Kerala. The seat was left vacant due to the death of the incumbent MLA, P. Jayachandran, who passed away on September 5.

Heritage

Odisha’s art, culture to be on display on Rajdhani trains

The Odisha government on Saturday launched a unique initiative to take Odisha’s rich art and culture to the national capital. The initiative, in collaboration with the Railways, will display Odisha’s art and culture on the exteriors of New Delhi-Bhubaneswar Rajdhani Express. East Coast Railway (ECoR) and the state Tourism department have come together to promote Odisha’s tourism to the national capital. The initiative will promote Odisha’s art and culture among the passengers of the Rajdhani Express. The initiative is a stepping stone towards promoting Odisha’s tourism to the national capital.

Punjab gets tough on sale of illegally imported cigarettes

Punjab government under the leadership of Chief Minister Capt Amarinder Singh has taken a strong stand against the sale of illegally imported cigarettes. The Punjab government has warned the vendors selling such cigarettes to take action against vendors selling illegally imported cigarettes. The government has also specified that the vendors who sell such cigarettes will lose their registration. The Punjab government has also instructed the excise department to take action against vendors selling illegally imported cigarettes.

Kejiroiwla launches new street light scheme in Delhi

The Delhi government has launched a new street light scheme in the national capital. The scheme, called the “Delhi Smart Street Light Scheme”, aims to replace the existing street lights with LED lights. The scheme will be implemented across the city and will cover all streets, roads, and avenues. The scheme will be implemented in phases, with the first phase covering the major roads and avenues. The scheme is expected to save a significant amount of energy and reduce carbon emissions.

Sarkar

SC to interact with Muslims in ‘Bride’, her husband, father

The Supreme Court of India has invited Muslim parties to participate in a互动 with Muslims in the ‘Bride’, her husband, father and other stakeholders. The Supreme Court has invited Muslim parties to participate in the interaction, which will be held to discuss the issue of inter-caste marriage and its impact on society. The interaction will be conducted in a virtual format and will be moderated by a prominent lawyer from the Muslim community.

TDP chief Naidu’s house faces demolition

The Andhra Pradesh government has issued a demolition notice to TDP chief N. Chandrababu Naidu’s house in Amaravati. The government has issued the notice as part of its efforts to demolish illegal structures in the city. The TDP has questioned the government’s decision and has accused it of trying to create a negative image of the government.

Court slams Kerala govt over Maradu flats; owners hopeful

The Kerala High Court on Monday rejected the state government’s plea to withdraw a case filed by a group of 15 residents of Maradu flats in Thiruvananthapuram. The court ordered the state government to issue a fresh show-cause notice to the Maradu flats residents and directed the government to submit a reply within seven days. The court also directed the government to ensure that the Residents Committee is not dissolved.

Will never allow NRC in W Bengal, CM

Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee has once again ruled out the possibility of a NRC being conducted in West Bengal, saying it is not in the state’s interest. The Chief Minister has made it clear that the state government will not cooperate with any such exercise and will take all possible steps to ensure that the participation of the people in such an exercise is voluntary. The Chief Minister has also said that the state government will ensure that the participation of the people in such an exercise is voluntary.

Loksabha

Warring Parleys in Maharashtra to decide whether to press EVM button

The political parties in Maharashtra are set to decide whether to press the EVM button in the upcoming Assembly elections. The parties are considering various factors before making a decision, including the impact of the election results on their political fortunes and the sentiment of the electorate.

In a move to enhance women’s safety in the city, the Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) was required for the installation of street lights. The scheme will ensure that the city’s light and dark spots are illuminated properly. The schemes will help to curb crime and reduce accidents. The scheme will be implemented on the lines of CCTV installation, and once completed, it will ensure that there are no dark spots in the city that women feel unsafe at night. The scheme will also help to improve the city’s image.
Trouble for Nath as riots witness deposes before SIT

Prime Minister Narendra Modi yesterday said the nation was not doing enough to tackle the climate crisis. "Eating for global warmth," he said, "is a serious issue." Speaking at the United Nations Climate Action Summit in New York on Monday, Modi said, "We are the architects of our future."

"We are going to increase our renewable energy capacity from 20 GW by 2022, and we are committed to further increasing it," Modi said.

According to him, trade and diplomatic relations with other countries have also been impacted due to the climate crisis. "Climate change is not an issue of our choice, it is a reality we have to face," he said.

After listening to the speeches of world leaders, the prime minister also urged the international community to work together to combat climate change. "We need, not greed. " he said. "Need, not greed has been the most from the deal."

Modi also said that India will increase its renewable energy target to 450GW by 2030. "This will be the most from the deal."

Prime minister added. Eighty-some countries have already committed to the Paris Agreement, he said. "We need, not greed has been the most from the deal."
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**Colombia**

Colombia’s ex-rebels turn to fashion to make a living

Colombia’s former guerrillas, who are now taking a break from their 52-year war, are turning to fashion to make a living. They have launched a new clothing line, “Rebels Design,” which features clothes made from recycled materials. The line is called “Rebels Design” because it represents a new chapter in the lives of these ex-combatants. The clothes are made from old uniforms, bullet shells, and other materials retrieved from their abandoned camps. The line is not only environmentally friendly but also a symbol of their transition from the conflict to peace. The clothes are designed by former combatants and reflect their experiences and struggles. The line is available for sale, and proceeds from the sales will support former combatants’ reintegration into society. This initiative is part of an extensive process of peacebuilding and reconciliation that has been underway in Colombia since the signing of the peace treaty in 2016. The treaty was signed between the Colombian government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC). It has brought hope for a lasting peace in a country that has been torn by conflict for decades.

**Ecuador**

Ecuador tribes face choice between water and gold

A gold mining company that has sought to extract water from a sacred mountain in Ecuador has faced opposition from the indigenous community. The Tule people, who live in the Quimsacocha area, have been fighting against the mining project for years. The mine, which is proposed to be built by the Canadian company INV Metals, is said to have the potential to produce 500,000 ounces of gold per year. However, the Tule people believe that the mine will destroy their source of water, which is essential for their survival. They have organized protests and blockades to prevent the mining company from proceeding. The government has been caught in the middle, as it faces pressure from both sides. On one hand, it needs to attract foreign investment to boost its economy, but on the other hand, it has a responsibility to protect the rights of its indigenous people. This issue highlights the ongoing conflict between development and the preservation of cultural heritage and natural resources.
**Pakistani leaders call Trump for help with anti-Taliban deals: Sources**

The following is a summary of the key points from the article:

- Pakistani leaders have reached out to US President Donald Trump for help in anti-Taliban talks.
- The Pakistani delegation informed Prime Minister Imran Khan and President Arif Alvi of the development.
- The delegation's visit to the US was aimed at reinforcing Pakistan's position in the region.

The article goes on to explain the context and implications of the meeting, including the role of the Taliban in regional politics and the potential for US involvement in the region.

---

**Internews**

**Reuters**

**Gulf Times**

**The Photograph released by the Chinese foreign ministry**

**Gulf Times**

**The Pakistani government**

**Gulf Times**

**Internews**

---

**Investigation into child abuse**

The article discusses the ongoing investigation into the case of a 12-year-old girl who was found in a garlic store in Karachi.

- The girl was found in a garlic store on Thursday in the living room of her home.
- The girl's mother, who is a 35-year-old domestic worker, told Reuters that her daughter was missing for two days.
- The police are investigating the case and a suspect has been arrested.

The investigation highlights the issue of child abuse in Pakistan, where cases of sexual assault and violence against children are unfortunately common.

---

**Investigation into the dengue outbreak**

The article provides an update on the dengue outbreak in Pakistan, which has claimed the lives of several children.

- The spread of the dengue outbreak in Pakistan has been linked to poor sanitation and overcrowded living conditions.
- The Pakistani government has been criticized for its response to the outbreak, with some calling for more effective measures to be taken.

The article emphasizes the importance of addressing the root causes of the outbreak, including improving public health infrastructure and increasing awareness of dengue prevention measures.

---

**Investigation into the Taliban crisis**

The article provides a summary of the current situation in Afghanistan, where the Taliban have made significant advances in recent months.

- The US has been engaged in talks with the Taliban to negotiate a peace deal.
- Pakistan is reportedly involved in these talks, and the Pakistani government has been criticized for its lack of transparency.

The article highlights the challenges facing Pakistan as it navigates the complex landscape of regional politics, with a particular focus on the Taliban and their role in Afghanistan.

---

**Investigation into the child abuse case**

The article discusses the investigation into the case of a 12-year-old girl who was found in a garlic store in Karachi.

- The girl was found in a garlic store on Thursday in the living room of her home.
- The girl's mother, who is a 35-year-old domestic worker, told Reuters that her daughter was missing for two days.
- The police are investigating the case and a suspect has been arrested.

The investigation highlights the issue of child abuse in Pakistan, where cases of sexual assault and violence against children are unfortunately common.
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**Investigation into the dengue outbreak**

The article provides an update on the dengue outbreak in Pakistan, which has claimed the lives of several children.

- The spread of the dengue outbreak in Pakistan has been linked to poor sanitation and overcrowded living conditions.
- The Pakistani government has been criticized for its response to the outbreak, with some calling for more effective measures to be taken.

The article emphasizes the importance of addressing the root causes of the outbreak, including improving public health infrastructure and increasing awareness of dengue prevention measures.
Singapore win
Ferrari upbeat

After Sebastian Vettel’s win in Singapore, the mood at Ferrari is upbeat. It was a strong performance last weekend when the team was far behind in the standings.

Vettel was clearly of Leclerc and Verstappen in the standings.

The team worked hard in the remaining six races of the season.

Scuderia, also with a view to their respective status.

Leclerc were a little premature.
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Big tech’s move to fund local news a cynical ploy?

By Emily Bell

A
nouncement this week that Google and Facebook both of whom are busy carving out recommendations for 2020 make it clear to what extent the two might just be related.

The growth of non-profit news in some places is being driven by the idea that a collective response to the near collapse of all local news holding companies – essentially accepts and potentially sources existing global effort. In particular, it promotes a reassessment of aid objectives and significant reductions in foreign aid spending.

If the threat facing development policy is to reverse globalisation, the initiative proposes developing a collective global effort to achieve the SDGs by 2030. This would bring about what I call a modus operandi that would help us transcend the simplistic binary division between local and global.

For lack of a better alternative, we might have to face with increasing regularity.
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Amir pledges $100mn to combat climate change
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“Amir pledges $100mn to combat climate change

In the same context, and to achieve our long-term environmental goals, Qatar has prepared a set of fixed goals, the most important of which, is the integration of 200MW from solar energy within the next two years which will increase to 500MW afterwards, and we are working on regulating carbon pricing as one of the main steps in reducing emissions and rising investments towards cleaner options. The Amir also visited the United Nations headquarters in New York, the home of the UN, and attended the 74th session of the United Nations General Assembly. During the meeting, they reviewed bilateral relations and ways of promoting them. The meeting was attended by a number of members of the official delegation accompanying the Amir. From the Qatari side, the meeting was attended by members of the delegation accompanying the Amir.”

Amir meets Sudanese PM

Amir meets president of Rwanda

Amir meets US Treasury Secretary

Amir meets chairman of Bank of America

Amir meets chairman and CEO of JPMorgan Chase

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani speaking at the UN Climate Action Summit 2019, which was held by the UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres at the UN headquarters in New York yesterday.